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Local AAUP Chapter Comments on Censure Case
Professor Joseph Pagano, the
President of the AAUP's local chapter, had several observations to
make about the case. "We certainly
are in agreement,' he said, 'with the
stanci of the AAUP on the principle
of academic freedom." He characterized this principle as the most
essential element of a healthy college campus.
Pagano, an Assistant Professor of
Chemistry at BSC, clained many
faculty members were embarrased
by the AAUP censure of the college.
He described it as a blot on BSC's
standing in the academic commun-

The President of the AAUP's
BSC chaper was contacted last
week by THE COMMENT for a
statement on the Harris censure
case.
The BSC administration was censured by the American Association
of University Professors last June
for the dismissal of a tenured faculty
mctinber. Professor Erwin D. Harris
was fired, according to the AAUP, in
violation of the principles of acaden:iic freedom and right to tenure.
The college's name has been placed
on the Association's censure list,
which receives national distribution.

Are You
Protected?
Many students have yet to submit a
required health form to.Heaith S~r·
vices. The health forms··· provide
necessary information(such as
immunization and aller:gied) for
regular office visits and emergen·
cies. The lack of forms has left gaps
in the Health Servic record files.
If a student comes to Health Ser·
vices even for a routin~ office visit,
medical treatment cannot legally be
given before health records are con·
suited. In an emergency situatilon,
this could be a serious problem.
According tq Peter Hartel of the
Office of Student Services,· dormi·
tory students are required to submit
their health form to the Health Ser·
vice, because "it is part of their contractual agreemEmt."
Another problem has developed
at Health Services. Now that the

ity and took exception to the
remark by an administration source
that the censure was "no big deal."
Professor Pagano also took
"strong exception" to any suggestion that the AAUP might be biased
in the Harris case. He pointed out
that it was the administration, not
the faculty or the student body, that
had been censured. The charge of
bias is based on the fact that the
AAUP, a bargaining agent for
faculty, who voted in favor of the
Massachusetts Teachers' Associa·
tion. But censure, Pagano pointed

out, was laid upon the BSC adminisThese were the issues in the Hartration, not on the faculty who voted ris case. The Associations concerns
down the AAUP bid. He also said were both procedural and substanthat the AAUP had first become tive; it claimed that BSC's proceinterested in the Harris case before dures for the dismissal of a tenured
the advent of unionism at BSC.
faculty member did not come up to
The AAUP is a professional the AAUP's national standard and
organization for persons in higher thaUhe charged against Professor
education. In its 66-year history the Harris were in fad insufficient to jusAssociation has been largely con· tify the "extreme stet" of dimissal.
cerned with the related issues oJ
Professor Pagano said that the
academic freedom and protection of AAUP's BSC chapter fully supports
tenure, which it regards as the cor- the national Association's decision
nerstone$ of American· higher to censure the college as a matter of
education.
principle.

October l Marked Changes
In Student Loans

- Because of the recent passage of
the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1981, there are some important changes in the National Direct
deadline for purchasing health i~suStudent Loan (NDSL) and the Gua·
·ranee. has pa~s~d •. many studenfs·"'·""1'~nt1een Stµdent Loap (HELP) that
are discovering that they passed up
will ·affect B.S.C .. stu~ents and colthe option of health insurance this
lege students nationwide. The pas·
summer. Some made the mistake of
sage of this Act in Congress in late
believing that the Health Services
August marks a victory for the Reafee on the tuition bill covered the
gan Administration in slowing down
insurance fee. As a result, many stuthe amount of federal monies availa·
dents believe that they are covered
ble f~r coll~ge students and other
for accidents and injuries. When the
const1h~enc1es that depend on feditme comes that they have to use
era! ass1stance.
their insurance, they might discover
The National Direct Student
their mistakes.
Loan (NDSL) has an increase in
Check y~ur records this week.
interest rate from 4 percent to 5 perHealth Services is concerned about
cent, efective October 1,1981. Addithe welfare of BSC students . Find
tionally,the grace period had been
out before you need medical treatshortenedfrom9monthsafterastument whether you're covered,
dent leaves school ..or graduates to a
legally and financially. Call 6976 month grace penod before repay8321, ext. 386 or come to the Health· ment begins after a student leaves
Services office in person to help
school. To accomplish this provision the Financial Aid Office must
update the files.

provide new promissory notes to all
recipients of NDSL funds for the
1981-82 academic year when students appear to sign checks this first
semester. These checks along with
the.· new promissory riotes · ar:e
expected to be available toward the
latter p_art of October.
The Guaranteed Student Loan
Program, commonly referred to as
the HELP loan, has considerably
t:ncire changes that are more confusing to understand by the student
and more cumbersome to administer for the college. Some of these
changes are as follows. The provision that independent students may
borrow up to a $3,000 maximum has
been eliminated effective October 1,
1981. On that date independent students will be subject to the same
2 ,500 maximum provision as
dependent students. Additionally,
the minimum annual repayment on
all HELP loans disbursed on or after
October 1, 1981 has been increased

from $360 to $600 per year. Another
provision has already gone into
effect back on August 23, 1981,
whereby students ·are charged a 5
percent origination fee on each gual'ant~ed·; ,Joan~ . This· pr,ovisf()ti · was',
eriaded ' ·immediately after · the
Budget Bill was signed so that the
federal government could begin to
save federal interest subsidies as
soon as possible rather than wait
until October 1. The origination fee
essential1y means that a student
borrowing $2,500 has a 5 per cent or
$125 subtracted from the student
when the student arrives at the bank
to pick up his money. Later the student makes payment on the full
$2,500 as he enters a repayment
schedule after leaving school.
Another change involves the processing of the HELP loan application at the school. When the
Financial Aid Office verifies the
financial aid awarded from the
school on the application, after
Continued on .Page 4
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Nominations for
Homecoming Queen
All organizations, clubs, and dorms are
welcome to nominate their choice for
Homecoming Que.en between October 9
and 16 by contacting Tim Kennedy or
Brendan Shea at Alpha Upsilon Fraternity House, 25 Park• .Terrace, Bridgewater. Call 697.-7298 for further
information.
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Perspective on Politics by Tom Gregg
The End of the Affair II
...
October 4: Last week I introduced Fortress America. It's not a new
idea -isolationism lies close to the heart of the American tradition, and it
served us well for the better part of two hundred years. But can it work.
today'?
The experts don't think so. They point out that the world has shrunk
since the good old days when George Washington warned in his Farewell
Address against foreign entanglements. We live, so they say, in the global
village; we cannot afford to ignore the rest of the world. And they're
right--up to a point. We can't pretend that the rest of the human race
doesn't exist. That's not what isolationism means. And isolationist for"Lynn, the poor little thing is dead!"
eign policy, on the contrary, would be based on a calm and rational
"Are your _sure, Richard? I haven't the heart to look in my rear view
mirror."
assessment of what the world is like. Realistic thinking and a primary
-concern with the national interest of the United States is what we need to
"His limp little body is lying right by the side of the road. His head is all
smushed in. You killed him."
find our way out of our present international problems. Isolationism is
the answer.
"I didn't do it on purpose."
Consider the nation's defense policy. As things stand now it costs us a
"You swerved for him. How could you? Right after Norm Nathan said
hell of a lot of money to buy a rather small slice of security. And that slice
squirrels are already having a hard time of it because the gypsy moths ate
shrinks year by yrar. We are currently thinking of spending one trillion
all the acorns? I don't think I can go to class. Ibsen seems so meaningless
now."
dollars over a three year period just fo stay more or less even with the
Soviet Union. The law of diminishing returns is beginning to apply--we
"Richard?"
"Yes?"
have to spend more and more as time goes by to acheive the same
results. It can't go on forever.
"It sort of humbles you doesn't it?"
.
Now ask yourself why we're doing it. Simple ·we have to spend these
"Yes, and the squirrel espedally. Lets stop for breakfast okay?"
huge sums because we have a foreign policy that requires a global
"I know how you feel. There's nothing like a bagel and tea to ch~er you
military presence. Change the foreign policy and the defense policy
up after smooshing one of God's creatures."
would no longer be needed. It could be made much less expensive and at
"Thank the Lord we weren't driving by Peaceful Meadows."
the same time more capable of insuring the security of the United States.
"Where are we gonna stop, Richard?"
It is, as they say jin the Peniagon, a cost-effective solution.
"I don't know, wherever the murder weapon leads us."
Class of 1982,
"Angelos?"
The alternatives scarcely bear thinking about. The first is World War
This is a difficult letter to write
"Well, okay. The squirrel proved you only go around once in life. He
because what is contained here isn't III. The second is an attempt to maintain the status quo while trying to
ran right under yourwheel--I can't get over that. I bet there's somthing on _
exactly going to make everyone's negotiate with the other side. But trying to deal with the Soviet Union is
your tire."
·day. Alot of people don't under· likely to be an utter waste of time. The SALT II Treaty is a case in point.
"Stop it. Right now. I feel awful about this whole thing. If it had been a
standwhat has he.en going on with Months and years of painstaking step-by-step effort yielded a resounding
cat we'd have to stop for brunch."
·
the Senior Class this first month of diplomatic dud. The sad fact of the matter is that nuclear weapons will
Lynn pulls the red bomber into Angelo's parking lot. She is visibly
school. rn this letter 1 a_m just going never--at least not for the next couple of hundred years or so--be gotten
shaken. All my comforting has been of no use--even the line about the
to be totally honest and let everyone rid of by international treaty. The whole issue is iust too complicated.
And beyond it lies the even more tangled issue of co11ventional arms.
cows at Peaceful Meadows. Once inside the store we rush to the bakery :
kn'ow where we'stand.
counter-- we both order _bagel and tea--when consum~d by English
The first event to be held in the Once the uitimate sanction nuclear war has.b<:>en removed, what's to
Majors this combination becomes a powerful sedative.
ballroom was given by the Senior prevent another world war between the super-powers? It would have
"Feel better, Lynn?"
Class on September 24th. Tickets happened long ago--say during the 1961 Berlin crisis·-except that both
~'Much,,Why haven't you finished your bagel?"
.
. . . . were not sold out b_ut we did manage sides .held nuclear weapons and were convinced that they'd be used once
the shooting started. The disarmament people haven't come up with an
"I want to remain alert so I can record the tragedy and there's a curly
·to sell approxirrfately 2SO out of 300
hair on mine."
tickets. By the time the band, night answer to that one, as far as I know.
"Can you face Ibsen?"
Fortress America would be largely secure from both nuclear and.
manager, custodian and police were
"Can you? After all you're the killer."
paid we ended up losing money: We conventional.attack. The nuclear submarine and the cruise missile can
provide us with the ability to destroy any attacker, no matter how
"No, let's spend the morning at Richmond Hardware."
didn't get too upset because we fig·
"Okay, and I'll drive home."
ured we were establishing ourselves powerful his first strike. The Atlantic and Pacific Oceans protect us, as
"Can we go home another route?"
as a class and willing to have events thy have alw\'lys done, from a more traditional invasion. What more
could we ask?
·
"Can't take it can ya?"
for all ages.
lsolatiornsm requires America to abandon some cherished illusions.
"Not till tommorrow."
When news of the first Count·
"Why?"
down Party spread everyone We'll have to forget about efforts towards international understanding.
"fts your day to drive;"
We'll have to give up our idealistic program of foreign aid. The troops
. appeared to be excited. But the
RHP
. excitement .dies· down after· signs who have stood guard at remote outposts since 1945 will have to be
brought home. We may even have to stand by while our former allies are
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ appeared advert~ingaCo~ntdown
Party with a DJ. The reason we· gobbled up. But, in the end, it will have be(>n worth it, for America will s~ill
de( ided to have a Oj was because of be there. Survival begins at home.
p~ying $650 for n band the previous
weeN. $600 for a Homecoming band
and a:tj;600 deposit on the Chateau
de .\'ille for the Decemher 10th
(established 1927)
Chris'trfl.as Ball. All these evmts
have
been sponsored through a
Editor-in-Chief . ........................ Richard H. Pickering
1r~asury of approximately $1450.00.
News Editors ......... , ..................... Richard Lussier
The Coq.ntd(>Wn Party turned out
f(, be. a co1;1plete joke and rather
Entertainment Editor . ............... 1 • • • • • • • Lynn R. Haffner
'(m~~arassing for tht> Senior Class.
Sports Editor ........... : ...................... Neil Bunick
With ·under 1QO pe:•oplP in attend
Photography Editor ... ~ .. ·...................... Joe Downey
ance, the event made $98.?S. All of
Graphic Arts Editor ........................ Doreen Greeley
this money and mor(> will lw used to
Business Manager ................... , ....... Phyllis J. Cox
Well, well, kiddies, the bloodbath is here .. It looks like they "sucpay for workers i'lnd the bor h12cause
we ciidn't drink tlw minimum ceeded" this time. Anwar Sadat and God knows how many more, ate
Advertising Manager .............. , ....... Margaret Flaherty
dead.
amount.
Distribution Manager ..................... Position Available
The only term that describes how I feel right now is "pissed off". Even
.Jn order. to ht11.1e ri successful
Contributing Editors ............•................ ; Sue Asci
Senior Week in May ii j5 nec:essar}.' that sounds mild. I am not shocked or stunned, because this has become
for the Se11iors td attend out own too commonplace in the last year. Everyone is fair game, and it seems
unstoppable.
Writing Staff: Michael Butzgy,Dave Burns,Terri Cooney, Paulette
ev('n~::;. If there's an event in !he b<d·
I just watched a film of the incident oh television, and almost Jost it in
!room
sponsor
Pd
by
c
•Ur
class
it
D' Angelo, Sharon Donahue, Julie Girard, Barbara Glauben,T om
the TV lounge. The carnage and blood were unbelievable. There is just
drn,sn't rn?lke too rnurh sr•nsc tc1 sit
Gregg, Betsy Hanson Michael Ricciardi
iln the RM <ind hripp ci1 he-r d;,ss(·~ something about seeing a man with his arm hanging off and the bones
showing through that bugs people.
will support us
Art Staff Margaret Flaherty, Doreen Greeley Michael Ricciardi
Of course, it doesn't bug us that much. After all, it happened in Egypt,
Arrannemenh btJ\.'I' hl'en r~ad(•
,md cl;1~s rrn·t'1 in~is will he held on a far off land th.at doesn't. play a major part in our everyday lives.
Photography Staff:· Joe Downey, Lynn R. Haffner
Thursrlnv Octnher 15th. Tuesd;,v International terrorists are crazy. We're safe.
Aren't we?
Nrn:emhc>r 3rd. <1ncl Thursday
Again,
the question that. always comes back: Whv'? Vv'e know the
DPci>mhcr
3rd
illl
at
1
LOOAM
in
1h('
Production Staff: Martha Anderson
SU Dernonstr<1tion Room. ff <-myone political rt:>asons; But why would someone kill countless people for a
warped ide0logy that will never win popular support?
in intereslE'O in wnrkin~i on a Horne
..
Anwar Sadat was a man with· vision. He was a·rnan of peace. He was
coming flocil please• contcict f>ifh('r
. The Comment is a student supported and operated weekly newspaper serving the
the type of man that is all to rare in these times. He_ had courage,
myself .it 697 1803 or call 697-8426
l
academic community of Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is determined by the
,rnd i1Sk for Tritin, M<1urn or d.etermination and a level head. Most of all he was a man, but of course,
Editor-in·Chief in Consultation with t.he .Editorial Board. Re-publication of all material
l\foryAnn
he ceased to exist today And there is nothing we can do about iL
herein is prohibited without the expressed written permission of the Editor-in-Chi~f. All
It st•(•ms so ('d5).' to "It .h<wk C1ncl
That is the frightenirg thing. I have my suspicions that this isn't the end
~JJll!ll'1~ a_terials submitted become the property of. The Comm~nt. Letters to the Editor are
of it. Pretty soon it will spread over here, and again, there isn't anything
..;,;11, WP i1H' goin~l to h.1\.e <'I Hfe<1t
~ 1.nay be limited to 250 words or less. Letters, classified advertisements
.
Sunioi \A'e<'k Rut withrn:t support we can do to stop it.
a
are.subject to condensation. Advertising rates are available
·
be addrC'ssed to The Comment, Student
upon reque~t. Al(~()rie
· The Sixties are back. Except this time isn't going to be any peace and
dlln p;ir1;c1p;1tion fr<im . our nw1
Union Building, Bridgewat .
cl;iss v:u rnd).' n01 !><ive ;1 Seni«r love. Every man, woman, and child is going to bC> in danger. I don't haw•
Telephone: (617)697-8321, ex:tension 260 6t.3cl •.
idg~water. MA 02324.
any answers.
Weck
,Just think ahout it.
Michael S. Bu1zgy
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In Memorium
1980-1981

To the editor of the Comment:
I was sitting on that railroad
tracks footbridge that no one uses
the other day and watching the gluts
of people rushing back and forth
with fire in their eyes and wondering
how many, if any, of them ever really
sat down and thought about their
own lives lately.
It seems that everyone heieives
the mass media's constant asser
tion that we're living in "troubied
times" and should guard our emotions and claustrophobically
retreat into the "self' which is the
only sanctuary worthy of trust.
Maybe it is me but i1 appl"ars hke
there was a time I can remembn
when people were alert ar.d happy in
the knowledge that they were alive,
healthy and endowed with the only
9ift that has ani,,.· importance, the
ability and choice to :ovc.
Au, forget it, everyone knows this
is hull****. I forgot. Sorry.
Paul Hanshury

The Comment

Commentary
So It Goes

~

October 8;: 1981 The

Dear Joe

Dear Joe,
I note that you still haven't written
to me , this comes as absolutely no
surprise at all however, if you could
possibly find 'lie odd minute in your
impossibly busy schedule, a letter
would be appreciated.
Anyway, now that that's off my
chest let me tell you a little about this '
place and what has been going on.
I think the things you like best
about the States are the prices of
the necessities of life, such as alcohol and cigarettes. Ciggies are only
70-80 cents a pack here, you'll be
paying three times the amount back
home. Thats right cough your lungs
up! If anything drink prices are even
better, I've just bought twenty-four
cans of beer for eight dollars--well I
was working it out·in England that'd
be the best part of ten pounds or
twenty dollars, eat you heart out
Joseph!

On the subject of alcohol; isn't it a
beautiful one? You'll remember that
in my last letter I told you about the
total neurosis in this place concern·
ing the drinking age; well last week I
went wilh Gem; to get my liquor
license. Now you'd think that would
be quite simple wouldn't you? Not a
bit of it. First of all we had to stand in
a line for half an hour just find out
which line we should be standing
in-naturally we weren't anywhere
close. Well, anyway, we found the
right line. even found a form~ that's
when the problems really started.
According to this marvelous form
you needed three different documents proving your date of birth.
THREE!! I mean I ask you, if I were
the Governor of this State i'rl just
ban alcohol altogether that way he'd
probably sleep better at night
instead of tossing and turning and
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Be Aware of Title IX
BSC's Action Center for Women is sponsoring National Title IX
worrying about how many people Aw,neness Week (October 5-9). The Center has a table across from t'he
are having to falsify one or two docu- bookstore in the Studellt Union all week.
ments just to get a legitimate liquor
Title IX is a federal law, passed in 1972, that prohibits sexual discrimi·
license. The mind boggles. Russia nation in all areas of education. This law is coming under increasing
here we come. Talking of Russia, attack, due to the conservative trend in national politics, and there is a
shortly after discovering this marve· real danger that it may be eliminated or reduced in effectiveness.
National Title IX Awareness Week is designed to fight this trend. The
lous gem of information we met your
average KGB lookalike dressed as a goal, according to the Action Center for Women, "is to generate thou·
Registry official, obnoxious was sands of letters and petitions from students and faculty to our Senators
hardly the right word for him. He and President Reagan informing them of our concern and opposition to
chewed gum and was generally was any proposals that will diminish the coverage and scope of Title IX."
unhelpful as he possibly could be. I
Anyone who's interested in becoming a part of this effort is urged to
hope his sou Id goes to heaven, pref. stop by the Center's table this week, where full information on the issue
erably sooner than later. Anyway to is available.
cut a long story short we eventually
get thils wretched document. God,
do I hope I don't lose it. I don't think I
could go through a performance like
that again!
Well, I must go. I'm off to use my
great license, no point in wasting it,
CALENDAR
is there? Give my best to the rest of
the boys.
Things continue to run smoothly up in the SGA Chambers. Part of the
Nick
credit goes to John Dalrymple, who· rules the meetings with an iron hand.
P.S. You'd better right this time.
We consider it a substantial improvement over ·last year's meetings,
which tended to be somewhat overlong.
On September 29 the Senate voted to appoint members to the various
SGA committees. The list, alas, is too extensive to be printed in full;
however, herewith a sampling of the appointments: Bill O'Neill to the·
. Elections Committee; Sue Leoni to the Curriculum Committee; Laura
Innis to the Student Services Committee; Laurie Moore to the Legisla·
tive Affairs Committee. We'd also like to mention that Xena Wallin was
appointed Attorney General. Good luck to her--we have a feeling she's
going to need it.
The Senate also voted to allocate $400.00 for the band "Trinity" which
is to be featured on Irish Night, a popular Homecoming event.
The October 6 SGA meeting kicked off with the swearing-in of the new
Senators for the Class of 1985. SGAC welcomes Lisa Kenyon, Carrie
Kulick, Martha Parr and Nicole Bedard to the Senate and wishes them
th~ best of luck.
In his Executive Reporty, .President Bill Mullen announc~d that SGAsponsored legal aid will again be available to students this year~ The
hours are Tuesdays 9-12 and Wednesdays 1-4; the place, the SGA
Chambers.
The Senate voted to loan $700.00 to the Senior Class to help them
cover expenses for upcoming events. This sum is to be returhect'to the
SGA at a later date.
And that's SGA CALENDAR until next week. Stav in touch.

({~:~~-~~

WHISPERS
... Jb.i_i;; ,wg~k' s

b\s. whisper--WHISPERS now has \ts very own Deep
·Tnfo~t.·'iNB~'.nora tiHJ:1~.fd>tFJ~~.$s;tii:limefif~1'Wmi:~1·~B~~.PFhysm»1<!t'offl':ffllfii•.·.···,:'.t'1'·•114~

Friday Oct. 9th
"The Stompers"
;~

with
"The Gail St. James Band"

tee keeps that one for private screenings.) Yes, friends, WHISPERS has
entered the big leagues of journalism. Woodward and Bernstein, watch
our dust. First scoop: it seems that some of the troops in the SGA are
unhappy because they haven't got their own personal keys to the Holy of
Holies-·the office of the Big Guy, President Mullen himself. If they ever
install an Executive Washroom up there there'll be blood on the floors.
Well, after all, what good is power without these little status symbols??
Stop the Presses!!!!! Here'~ a story of deep and profound importance.
After an intense talent hunt, the SGA has finally selected a Chairperson
of the Float Committee. Mr Rob Berger has agreed to take on this
weighty responsibility. WHISPERS wants to wish him the very best of
good Iuck··and we certainly hope there's no truth to the rumor that
Watergate is to be- the theme.l)f the SGA Homecoming Float.
Interested in antique books? Then you really ought to reserve your
copy of the 1981 Year book. You may have noticed that it's a bit behind
schedule. It seems that last year's staff managed to miss a deadline or
two. Well, the Class ofl 981, ifany of them are still alive, will, according to
President Mullen, receive their yearbooks eventually ... perhaps along
with their first Social Security checks. Seriously, it ought to be in by late
N9vember.
"
Finally, we hear a whisper that a certain Senator, who is becoming
increasingly disenchanted with student apathy, just might resign in disgust. Our advice--hang in there. Even WHISPERS doesn't think things
that bad. Next week, people.

-

SENIORS!

Friday, Oct. 16th
"Private Lightning"
with "The Lowgistics"

Pictures for the yearbook will be taken again during the week fo
November 2·6. By having your picture taken it will reserve a free book for
you. If you plan on having your pictures taken by an outside photo·
· grapher you must send the proof you want in the book to John Strachen·
Yearbook Editor by 5 pm Friday, November 15. This will reserve a book
for you also, If you do not plan on having your picture in the book and you
are a se_nior and want a free copy- you must fill out the form below and
return it to the SGA office by 5:00 pm-Friday, November 15 to reserve it.
Otherwise we will be forced to charge you for the· book. There will also be
a limited amoun,t available for underclassmen to purchase in the spring. If
you have any questions contact John Strachan-Editor or .Bill Mullen·

SGA

··----------....,.----------------------------------------------...-..........,..____________..____.1a - - • - • • • • • • - - - - - • • • - • • • • • - - • •

Friday, Oct. 23th
"The Memphis Rockabilly Band"

Saturday, Oct. 31th
Annual Halloween Party

I
I
I

1982 YEARBOOK RESERVATION REQUEST

:N~e
I Home Address
I
I
I Campus Address
I (if different from above)
I
I Social Security No.
I
···.· . . •·<::···>

l;Re~iu;;,Q~;,l.!<t;S:tS:A c/o Bi\\ Mu\\en
~"'f"·gtucte'nt. Union Building,BSC
I by 5 pm Friday,November 15, 1981.

I
I
I
:

· 1.

I
I

I
I
I
1 .•

I

I

1

I
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The Li/e and Times of an

Financial Aid
Continued from page 1
October 1, 1981 the Financial Aid
Office must include Social Security
benefits and Veterans' benefits in
the amount of financial assistance
received by the student This provision will effectively mean that Social
Security recipients and Veterans
will be cut in terms of the amount
they can borrow or possibly not be
able to borrow at all under the Guaranteed Loan Program.
The biggest change in the program that the Reagan Administration hopes will curtail the program
nationwide, although it proba15ly
won't hurt Bridgewater students as
much due to the socio-economic
income levels of our student population, is the $30,000 income cap
placed on the program effective
October 1,1981. College Financial
Aid Offices are going to have to calculate a student's need, based on
expected family contributions, for
all loans where the family's adjusted
gross income exceeds $30,000 per

year. Thi~ provision will mean that

students will be required to demonstrate need to borrow a HELP loan
when the family income reaches a
certain level. Additional forms will
be required to be filled out as well as
documentation of income to be submitted after October 1, 1981 in
order to process a HELP loan at
Bridgewatger and every other college in the country.
These changes, and many more
that will be forthcoming form the
Reagan Administration as the battle
on federal spending continues, will
have an impact on Bridgewater students, administrators, and faculty
who have children of their own
going to college. The financial aid
staff encourages all members of the
college to keep abreast of these
changes and to renew the efforts of
last spring in wr1ting and contacting
legislators who will be voting on
future· proposals that so drastically
affect our student population.
David Marwick
Director of: Financial Aid
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Employee at Old Colony Gas
by Richard Lussier
Many;. indeed, most students at
Bridgewater are dependent on
some form of financial aid. Gone are
the days of our professors when tuition was cheap and students could
either spend most of their time sucking down beers or studiously
engaged in the pursuit 6f truth. On a
full stomach, plenty of gas and a
solid tranny, truth, the Meaning of
Life (actually a textbook here!) can
become realistic pursuits. There is
of course no guarantee you will find
them, in which case you may wish to
drJuse your angst with a few beers-the preferred Bridgewater method·
for coping~
Having a part-time job other than
work-study teaches a student to
truly appreciate school. If you think
life is difficult here, try reality in the
work-a-day world. Try living on
$3.35 an hour; it can become quite a
balancing act. Part-time jobs are
notorious for the lack of benefits,
and Old Colony Petroleum Company in Attleboro is no exception.
Station 24 is one of the few Old Colony stations that is actually fullserve, not self-serve_ If any of you
perchance come down 123 and
would like gas on my shift, please
stay in your and wait for service, or
you may get cussed out_ Old Colony's attitude toward its customers
is the same as its attitude toward its
overworked and harried employees:
we're an oil company. We don't
need you!
Apart from low wages, the station
offers its employees the priceless
opportunity to operate its antique
equipment--pumps which date back
to the halcyon days of 16¢ gas, for
instance. But the truly worst aspect
of the job is called "doing your
sheet.'' One has to do more than
_merely get it together; it must come
out tight as we\h EveyY item the
store sells must
inventoried. On
a given shift, an attendant will do
$1800 worth of business-~mostly ii]
regular gas. Gas sells for $1.269 a
gallon and,· as you might imagine,
our clientele in a given day is similar
to the fine collection of antiques
which daily are to be found in the
Great Hill parking lots. With so
much monev changin~ hands in a

be

given shift, an attendant can lose
track; there is no cash register for
the many small items sold in the
store: candy, lighters, cigarettes,
oil, transmission fluid, soda, you
name it! Every minute brings th-e
tremendous potential for a new mistake, a new error, a new and useful
foul-up.
Old Colony's hiring and personnel pra'ctices are not such as to
encourage the selection and retention of fine and honest employees.
The Company maintains as policy
from day one that there will be no
wage increases and that you can be
fired at any time, for any reason, at
the pleasure of the station's liege
lord, or manager. Managers are no
lt:;"ss hassled by the company, and
their wages are generally about
$3.50 an hour--hardly enough to
encourage honesty. The Company
further maintains the fine practice of
hiring from without--managers can
expect little in the way of advancement. It will come as no surprise
that Station 24 has had at least one
very !'.lishonest manager, and quite
recently, I might add. He was fired,
of course, and a work-horse was put
in his place--a man with many debts,
a wife, a baby, running scared
because he takes home about $160
a week for 48 hours, after taxes. His
job is at the pleasure of his supervisor. The manager is vassal, and the
supervisor is his feudal lord. Probably even less, since vassals and lords
had respected privileges. My manager lives in daily fear of his job. In
addition to his 48 hours, he puts in
many more unpaid and has all but
ordered us to do the sarrie. We are
paid through the end of our shift
(10:30 p.m.), but it actually takes
longer to finish the paperwork. The
comp~my knows this'.
Consider ·the case of the former
1manager, recently fired. He spent
10 years in prison and had a rotten
home !i.fe before that. Old Colony
was his first job after release. The
Company made him manager of the
station for $3.35 an hour. Not a
stable md1v1dual by· nature and
barely able to make ends meet, he
begins to steal from the Company

after about 11 months of work, or so
the company alleges. His bitterness
toward a company which held him in
utter contempt and did not deign to
pay him a living wage might lead him
back down the wrong road. As it is
now, the station is wickedly vandalized several times a month. I suspect that it's retribution on the part
of other people formerly associated
with the station. I wouldn't accuse
the former manager. I have no information, but even ifI did, I would not.
The Company deserves what it
gets.
The people who provide you your
gas, your groceries, and other
essentials of life are often a sour lot.
Poorly educated, often seriously victimized by an uncaring society, they
are often driven· to steal, to pilfer,
and to vandalize. Unable to articulate their needs and frustrations
they vent their rage at their dehumanized condition with their fists.
Working in that gas station is a
vital part of my education. If I land
my teaching job one fine day, I will
look out upon a classroom full of
many students headed for unskilled
laborer's jobs and for a level of dehum an i za t ib n and frustration
unknown to those of us who were
fortunate to land decent, selfactualizing jobs. We must be prepared for this reality_ Our system
does not teach students to cope
with it. and this is one of its most
damning failures. The silent struggle for that minimum wage, for the
gas to put into the beat-up Nova, the
bread on the table, the occasion
new frill from K-Mart, the beer and
the TV to help them forget_ This is
reality for many. As students, we
accept our poverty for four years.
But after, we expect better.
The tremendous economic inequities of our society are things we
must learn to face, not merely for .
others, but for ourselves. For we
may one day pump gas for a living if
we are ever "riffed" under 2-1/2.
~-Perhaps we deserve it. Clutching
life so closely as so many of our
working class people do, the man
who copes with hard work is truly
the hero of our everyday existence.
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The Student Union Hobby Shop
will open on or about Monday,
October 19, according to SU sources. The reason for the unusually
long delay is due to the resignation
of Shirley Wood, Hobby Shop
Coordinator last year. Mary Ann
Morrisey, a Graduate Assistant, has
been named as the new coordinator.
The Hobby Shop program is
being completely reorganized to
better meet the needs of BSC students. The· time schedule will be
more flexible, offering more daytime
hours for the student, so projects
may be worked on in free time
· between classes,
The Student Union Hobby Shop
is fully equipped with all the tools
necessary for photographic work,
woodwork, pewtersmithing, weaving, leathercraft, silkscreening, and
pottery. You must pay for your
materials, but you will get expe·
rienced help from the Hobby Shop
workers on your special project.
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Entertainment
The
Screening Room

On Thursday, October 8 at 8 p.m. in the SU Auditorium, Livingston Taylor will appear in
concert with special guest mime Trent Arterberry in "Sounds of Silence."Tickets will be on
sale in the SU Info Booth, $4.00 for BSC and $6.00 for General Public. Sponsored by the
Student Union Program Committee.

M-ommie Dearest!"
by Betsy Hanson
"Junkies down in Brooklyn are
going crazy/They're laughing just
like hungry dogs in the street/Policemen are hiding behind the skirts
of little girls/Their eyes have turned
the color of frozen meat/No, No,
No, No, No, No, No, No, No, No,
No, No/Joan Crawford has risen
from the grave ... "
--"Joan Crawford,"The Blue Oyster
Cult, 1981, Blue Oyster Cult Music,
·
Inc.
Contrary to the Blue Oyster
Cult's song, Joan Crawford has not
risen from the grave. However, she
could not be resting too peacefully
over the bad publicity she has been
getting, culminating in Mommie

Oearest.
The best-seller, an expose of life
with Crawford, written by her
adopted daughter Christina, has
become a vicious, brutal film that
does not present a fair portrait of
Joan Crawford. Cristina infers that
Crawford only adopted her for publicity's sake, and inflicted physical
and mental torture upon her and her
brothE>r Christopher. Whether the
accusations are true or not is not the
point. What matters .is Mammie
Dearest is a story that should not
·have been made into a film. In order
to turn the book into a film, so
muchof the subtitles have to be cut
out that Mammie Dearest loses any
sort of balance. Joan _Crawford
becomes the ultimate bad lady and

Christina the poor helpless victim.
No mention is made of Crawford's
motivation to adopt Christina, other
than for publicity. The characters
are too static, too overly defined
into black .and white: One has· to
pick sides in an ongoing battle,
instead of sympathizing with either
Joan or Christina.
. For the thankless task of portraying Joan Crawford, director Frank
Perry and producer Frank Yablans
picked Faye Dunaway, probably the
only actress who could play such a
role. Buried under a ton of Max Factor Pan-cake, Dunaway does a fine
job of re-creating Crawford's mannerisms. Her performance is almost
caricature, but in consideration of
the concept of the film, it is unavoidable. Mara Hobel is adorable as the
child Christina, while . Diana Scarwood as the adult Christina mumbles her dialogue under. the
mistaken notion that this is the way
to act withdrawn. Under the circurn·
stances, all three give excellent performances, and are the only reason
to see Mammie Dearest.
At best Mommie Dearest is a distortion of the pressure of a mother·child ·relationship in Hollywood.
The worst is that it is a ghastly film
with a lingering perversity as its ·
theme. Under ·no circumstances
should Mammie Dearest be se~p as
the truth. The only truth will ~rise
the day t}:ie dead can speak from the
grave.

~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Weekend Freebie
Who says you have to pay to get in to the Boston ·
Museum of Fine Arts? Tuesday nights are always
free, but they're not the most convenient for most
of us to travel to Boston. At the Student Union Info.
Booth, you can reserve '1 free pass to the BMF A.
There are two passes, and each pass admits two
people free of charge. Remember to reserve the
pass or passes well in advance of your visit to the
. Museum, and come in to the Info Booth the day
before you go to leave your ID for collateral. A good
freebie deal!

by Daniel White
Of a11 the producers in Hollywood, only George Lucas knows
1.1.1hat the public wants. "Raiders of
the Lost Ark", starring Harrison
Ford as the swashbuckling Indiana
Jones, grossed approximately 17
million dollars ihis summer. "Star
Wars" has the distinction of being
the highest grossing film of all times.
"The Revenge of the Jedi" tenta·
tively scheduled to be released in
1983, will be another addition to the
triumphs of George Lucas.
George Lucas has a keen eye for
making films that make huge
returns, but why is he so successful?
Lucas draws heavily from literature
and old films, ranging from Errol
Flynn movies to such literary clas·
sics as Jack London's "To Build A
Fire", creating essentially a multimillion dollar nostalgic trip for the
audience. And just to keep the
audience from becoming bored, He
creates enough action to keep the
viewer breathless. The first ten minutes of "Raiders" contains more
action than most films do in the
entire hour · and a half. Finally,
Lucas' films have the most technologically advanced special effects to
date. Each film iri the "Star Wars"
series takes approximately two..

painstaking years to complete.
Through his films, we have been
treated . to raging laser battles, an
assualt on the Death Star, a wild ride
through an asteroid field, and a fiery
battle on the ice planet Hoth. Com·
bining these three points, Lucas has
given the audience exactly what
they want: exciting adventure films.
While Lucas has been successful
with his films, one must question
whether or not he has contributed
to the juvenilization of the American'•'
movie. While he does incorporate
some degree of intelligence in his
films, they are still geared to a much
younger crowd. Adults enjoy a
Lucasfilm because they are basically
fun, excapist movies. Indirectly,
though, many other movie companies have tried to duplicate the suc·
cess of Lucas' films, making instead
sophomoric, dismal failures .. It
would be an injustice to Lucas to
claim that he is the sole reason for
the juvenilization of the American
film, but his films do have the intelligence of a comic book. Whatever
the case, movie audiences are and
will continue to be thrilled by the
magic of George Lucas.
·
Next Week: Do movie critics
really try to reflect the taste of movie
audiences?
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CALL JEANE DIXON'S HOROSCOPES-BY-PHONE:
You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the
stars. Jeane Dixon's latest one..;minute forecast is just a phone call away~ 24
hours a day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find
out when you can call for practically nothing~ And who knows. That one call
might just make your day.
Aries (March 22-April 20) ... 1-212-976-5050
Taurus (April 21-May 21) .. ·.. 1-212-976-5151
Gemini (May 22-:-June 21) .... 1-212-976-5252
Cancer (June 22-July 23) .... 1-212-976-5353
Leo (July 24-Aug. 23) ....... 1-212-976-5454
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) .... 1-212-976-5656

Libra (SepL 24-0ct. 23) ..... 1-212-976-5757
Scorpio (Oct. 24~Nov. 22) ... 1-212-976-5858
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) 1-212-976-5959
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) .. 1-212-976-6060

Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb.19) .. 1-212-976-6161
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 21) .. 1-212-976-6262

1st Min. Extra Min.
Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm
Sunday-Friday 5 pm-11 pm
Sunday-Friday 11 pm-8 am

53¢
34;¢

All Day Saturday
Sunday 8 am-5 pm

21¢

·

21¢
21¢

37-¢
25¢
. 15¢
15¢
15(l

These rates apply on calls you
dial yourself I flQ operator. '

.•

involved, from th~~()~tonarea;

Tax not ·

·..,,.r·'· ·

ol Horoscopes-By-Phone, Inc.

October in the Galleries
Octebt-r 5-3o, 1'J 81 .

)
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The calligraphy of Susan K. Gaylord will be displayed in the Student
Union Art Galle-y from October 5 through 30. Gaylord has used the visual
art of calligraphy to interpret the written word, and the resulting exhibit is
captivating. The works exhibited range from the ro,nantic poetry of John
Keats to the cryptic prose of Gertrude Stein.
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Pocket Mime Theatre
by Michael Ricciardi
On Wednesday, September 30,
BSC was visited by four talented
and versatile young performers
known as the "Pocket Mime Theatre." For two noiseless hours, save
for the laughter and applause of the
audience, the PMT displayed their
mastery of the mimic art. And for

.· two•. masic~fiUe.d. hours;·. $nenc~ has
never looked so wonderful.
The PMT is: J. Tormey, Tracy
Connor, Lenny Zarcone, and John
Girard--4 of the most highly imagina·
tive mimes you may ever see in one
ensemble.
The Silent Foursome, on a dar·
kened and bare stage, created an
almost timeless feeling of magic as

we were given glimpses ·of our lives
and ourselves -- sometimes funny,
sometimes sad -- but always touching. In one pantomime, entitled
"Oyster," a mime portra:y9·an oyster, who fashions his pearl V..iith great
skill and love only to have this "part
of himself" stolen by a. diver and his
shell discarded.. Another. p~'(i.~omb:l~
entitled "The Tree" showed the unique relationship between a man and
a certain tree -- from his early youth
to his very last days.
One of the funniest and .. most
creative bits I have ever seen Wa'J ·a
pantomine called "Kazoo Solilo·
quy." With kazoo in mouth ?nd gui-

tar in hands, through the deft
combination of sound, music, and
gesture, a lone mime retold the
"tragic" story of his lost love.
Some of the other more notable
pantomimes were "The Rope and
the Flower" (the meaning of true
strength), "Baby Blues" (the tragic
world o(a yoµng girl),. ."Reunion"
(how time changes once close
friends) and "Suction" (a very humorous demonstratio of mime skills).
My only regret is that more people did not witness this performance. For those of you who did not
see thePocket Mime Theatre, mere
wdrds cannot explain. _ . ·

Torn Tickets. .
by Richard Pickering
his body from the shield. UnwitTwo is the big number in Holly- tingly, Superman releases the Genwood now. Major studios are look- eral and his two cohorts, leaving
ing for ones that lead to twos and than free to gain control of the earth
even threes. George "Star Wars"· through the use of their super powLucas created a one that led to a ers. Zod assume s the presidency,
nine, even though he claims his one but finds the political life teious.
is really a five. Why are the movies Upon discovering that Superman is
sprouting digits? Sequels. Today's the son of Jore!, the designer of the
movie audiences love sequels for Phantom Zone, the general deter·
the same reasons Forties filmgoers mines to take revenge.
loved the Andy Hardy and Dr. Kil·
Meanwhile, back at the Daily
dare series. In a series the charac· Planet, Clark Kent is warming up to
iers were familiar figures and the Lois Lane, but she finds him as
plot .situations gi:ew out of predicta· unstimulation as a grey three-piece
ble character behavior. The sequel suit in the middle of-July. Posing as
is a descendent of the series and is newlyweds to uncover fraud at Niasuccessful for the same reasons. mi.ra Falls, Lois accidentally discovUnfortunately, today's sequels can· ers Kent't true identity. They fly to
not maintain the consistent quality his Fortress of Solitude at the North
that was common to the series of Pole, where Superman declares his
the war years. The words sequel affection for Lois and reveals the
and turkey are almost synonymous. problem love causes for a superheFrancis Ford Coppola's "Goffather ros. If he dares love Miss Lane
II" is .the rare example of a sequel totally, he will lose his extraordinary
surpassing the excellence of the powers. Superman must decide
original work. "Superman II" is not between Lois and leaping tall buildto be added to the list of forgettable ings with a single bound.
twos, for.Richard Lester has created
Richard Lester, the director of the
. a comic book fantasy that is super- recent "Musketeer" pictures, pro·
ior to Richard Donner's conception. duces a· film of greater flow than the
The roots of "Superman IT" are original "Superman" byu closely foldeeply imbedded in the first film, for lowing the storyline created by
.,··--~Mia~ri~o~P~uiz~o~'s~screenplay begins dur- Mario Puzo. The first film, which
· al days of the planet Kryp- disregarded Puzo's plotting, ended
the planet choppily with Superfeats, a medley
to
banishes' Ge '1t1~~~l~rjj-~of rescues involving trains, bombs,
evil followers to thePhan
ses, and the Hoover dam.
an acrylic shield that will revolve
)art of Puzo's
forever in space. Zed's only chance treairhent ~~.,,.....
for escape is a nuclear explosion ment damaged.the film; .
which will shatter the Zone, freeing grates the Superman/Lois Lan~

romance and "free the world for
-democracy'' . battles much more
effec.lively than Richard Donner did
in the first installment; He is also a
b~~t.ter tightrope. walker, balancing
the wffectfo)i and self-parody inher~
-eQt in an E'.ighties treatment of the
Man of Steel.
Christopher Reeve is "Superman
II''s greatest asset. Moving between
the roles of Clark Kent and Superman, he is given the opportunity to
display a wide range of emotion. His
technique, whether comedic or dramatic, is flawless. He can sheepishly
toss off a line like,"I believe this is
your floor," while supportinga runaway elevator. Dramatically he is at
his best during the scenes when
Superman must decide between the
love of Lois and his superstrength.
Reeve's; performance is riveting
when Superman sees his blood for
the first time following an embarassing fight in a greasy spoon. Margot
Kidder gives her skillful support
throughout the film and her roman·
tic comedy moments with Chris
topher Reeve are the best of the
picture. As General Zod, Terence
Stamp leads the forces of evil, but
hen,hwoman Ursa, played by Sarah
Douglas, is a much blacker, more
seductive character. Most of· the
stars of "Superman", except Marlon
Brando, make cameo appearances
in Par1 II and they are nice to have
around.
If you will forgive a comic book
ptm· "Supt>rrnan H" is a marvel of a

The sculpture and drawings of Christopher Hearn will be featured at the
Art Building GaJlery from October 5 through 30. Hearn's current sculptures are large-scale wood constructions that deal with physical concepts
of three-dimensional form and their associations in elemental man-made
constructions.

Sculpture
by Roger Dunn
This exhibition of sculpture by
Christopher Hearn constitutes the
first public showing of the artist's
new work in wood. The rugged and
emphatic forms of these sculptures
strongly contrast with the artist's
previous works in bamboo, which
had developed into elegant ·and
graceful forms that emphasized a
light, even ethereal presence. In
reaction to the delicacy and fragility
of those works, Hearn has returned
to a "muscular" expression of materia1s· and· their articulation as solid
elements in space.
In these works his interest has
been in dealing with ideas of physical
prese}1ce in its elemental aspects,
inspired in part by the directness of
form of some of the simplest and
least design-conscious constructios
made by man, such as the simple
wood fences and gates commonly
seen in the English countryside.
The artist focuses on such
aspects of physicality and construction as leaning, balance, and bracing. Structural necessity directs the
development of the forms. Such
qualities receive emphasis in the
intentionally crude juxtaposition
and.articulation of the components.
Heam describes the results as "simple, funky, and formal."
In addition to the interest in form
is Hearn's attention to surface. The
wood used is an unplaned grade of
lumber, the rough surfaces of which
are worked with subtle but limited
effects of color that are the result of
the natural wood color, spackle, or
carpenter's chaulk. Often the coloring takes on the charact~ristics of
patina.
The interest in construction and
concern for surface also have developed out of the sculptor's extensive

work in steel. Simultaneously with
his work in bamboo or wood, he
continues to produce sculptures in
steel.
Christopher Hearn lives and
works in Boston, maintaining a studio in the Fort Point Channel area,
the new center for artist' studios and
galleries. Currently he is a Visiting
Instructor at the Massachusetts
College of Art where he teaches
sculpture, and has been an Associate Instructor at the School of the
Museum of Fine Arts since 1978,
2ffering instruction in welding and
other aspects of working in steel. In
1976, as an Artist-in-Residence at
St. Ive Regina College in Newport,
Rhode Island, he originated and
implemented programs in the restoration of stone and wood sculpture.
His skills in the handling and care of
sculpture also have served the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, where he
recently was involved in the installation of Anthony Caro's large steel
sculpture, York Flat, in front of the
new West wing.
From 1973 to 1975, Hearn both
studied and taught in Sussex, Eng·
land, at Emerson College. In the
summer of 1975, he worked as an
assistant to West German sculptor
Ulrich Henn; in this capacity he was
responsible for the wax maquettes
and their general fabrication into
bronze sculptures.
Hearn's education includes a BA
in Art History and Philosophy
received in 1973 from the University
of Rhode Island in Kingston. Subsequently he studied sculpture and
drawing at the School of the
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston,
obtaining for the Diploma (1979)
and :hen the Master of Fine Arts
degree (June 1981)..

PC Events
October 13: Campus Talent in the Rat, 4 to 7 p.m., Dennis
Doiron and Mike Moniz.
October 15: Promo Night in the Rat. Prizes provided by
Genesee Cream Ale,.with music by DJ Neil Bunick -- he's
the best!
/
October 16: Outrageous Obstacle Course, 12 to 4 p.m .
Teams of 4 can sign up at the SU Info Booth, $1.00 per
team.
October 16: Band in the Rat, 9 to I a.m., "Wood and Steel."
October 21: "Duece" in the Rat, 8 to 12 a.m.

Sports
Children's Physical
Development Clinic
The Children's Physical Development Clinic of Bridgewater State
College, which is undertaking its 9th consecutive year of service to the
community, has scheduled its first fall session for Saturday, September
26. The Clinic is a unique physical education program in the greater
South Shore and Boston areas designed for the physical, motor, sport
and social development and remedial needs of children and youth with
physical, mental and/or emotional impairments or disabilities.
The Clinic program, under the direction of Dr. Joseph Huber and
Professor Johanne Smith, is conducted for 4 hours on Saturday mornings throughout the school year. Each applicant accepted participates in
an individually prescribed activity and exercise program conducted at
the Kelly Gymnasium and Pool Complex. The Clinic is designed to
develop gross motor skill coordination and to enhance the self-esteem of
participants.
Dr. Huber, Clinic founder and director, has chosen a staff of eightyfive Bridgewater State College graduate and undergraduate students for
the fall. The Clinic program, unique to the New England area, provides
students with a well structured and closely supervised program which
enables them to relate classroom theory to practical teaching, recreation
and rehabilitation environments.
As part of each clinician's learning experience, professionals from
related medical, psychological, and educational fields are selected to
present specific lectures related to the care, treatments, rehabilitation
and education of special needs children and youth. The lectures are
given at weekly seminars which are conducted between 8:00 and 9:00
a.m. on Saturday mornings.
The following list of topics and dates has been prepared so interested
students, teachers, and parents can attend the free lectures. Each
lecture is open to the college community and the public at large _a.nd is
held in Room 121 of the Kelly Gymnasium.
October 17: Edward Shaw, Director, Epilepsy Society of Massachusetts, Boston, MA. "Children with Seizure Disorders: Educational
Needs and Precautions."
October 24: Dr. William Singer, Neurologist, New England Medical
Center, Boston, MA. "The Medical and Psychological Importance of
Physical and Motor Activities in the Lives of Children with Muscular
Dystrophy."
October 31: Norah Wylie, Attorney, Developmental Disabilities Law
Center, Boston, MA. "The Current Status of Laws and Regulations that
Affect the Education and Treatment of the Handicapped."
November 7: Edward Jones, Senior Program Director, Barrington
YMCA, Barrington, RI. "The Success of YMCA Programs for the Handicapped."
·
· .
November 14: Claire F. McCarthy, Director, Departme:nt of Physical
Therapy,, The Children's Hospital Medical Center, Boston, MA. "Therapy and Rehabilitationn Through Sport."

Bears Win Battle of Mistakes 9-0
by Dusty Chapeau
This one had mistake written all
over it. From the very beginning
when Kate Smith's voice skipped on
the P.A. system during her rendition
of "God Bless America", to the point
where Bridgewater recovered their
tenth fumble of the day, there was
never a dull moment in between.
And when it was over, after seventeen .turnovers, three missed field
goals and a whole bunch of bumps
and bruises, Bridgewater walked
away from the madness with a 9-0
victory over Framingham State.
It was a contest governed by
errors and the first game jitters for
some, but it was also a supreme
effort by Brigewater' s awesome
defense which is really making a
name for itself in the area. "We were
fired up for this one," explained Co·
Captain Bob Colangeli, 'You could
here every hit out there on that
field." The Bears held the Ram
offense to ~2 yards rushing and just
62 yards passing. Only twice did the
opponent manage to penetrate Bear
terrority.
The struggle for the elusive foot·
ball began right away when Tim Mil·
lerick pounced on a Ram bobble at
the Bridgewater 35 yard line on the
Rams first possesion. Two consecu~
tive passes form QB Kevin Cobban
to back Dave Buckley brought
B.S.C. inside the 25 but on fourth
down a Larry Burnham field goal
attempt sailed wide to the right. The
Bears came right back on their next
set of downs to move inside F.S.C.'s
scoring land and were victimized
onc12 again when a holding penalty
and a nine yard loss pushed them

Rugby

out· of scoring position. When Bob
Colangeli recovered a Framingham
fumble on the 20 it appeared the
Bears would finally capitalize, and
though some tough Ram defense
prevented a touchdown, B.S.C.
' came away with its first points of the
season as Burnham booted a 16
yard field goal to give the men in red
the lead midway through the first
quarter.
Meanwhile, the defense was
knocking the ball from the Rams
clutches over and over again. Dave
Lacey clothes-lined F.S.C. quarterback Chris Kane on a pass rush and
the ball flew into the hands of defen·
sive end Mike Shaver on the 26. But
alas, the dreaded Mistake Factor
struck again when Cobban was
sacked way back on t,l1e40 yard line.
Two more BSC drives failed when a
fumble and a missed field goal
negated other scoring opportuni·
ties. It wasn't until sophomore line·
backer Dennis Lopes blocked Chris
Kanes punt on the four yard line
(with Dave Lacey recovering) that
the good guys were able to score.
Kevin Cobban plowed into the end·
zone from three yards out behind
Gary Ackerman for the games only
TD. Though BSC gained only 158
yards total offense, backs Mark Bullock (26 carries, 67 yards), Mike Ciesinski ( 17 carries, 30 yards), arid
Dave Buckley(lO carries, 24 yards)
all ran hard with the ball. Coach
Peter Mazzaferro was pleased with
the effort of his young running backs
but realizes that their inexperience
led to some first game errors (4 BSC
fumbles). "The turnovers hurt us
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and we weren't able to capitalize on
a lot of scoring chances, but we'll
come along,"said the Bears coach.
Framingham State gave up the
ball ten times on fumbles and twice
on interceptions (one returned 42
yards by Bob Devereaux). Defensive end Mike Shaver and DB Tim
Millerick had a pair of fumble recoveriP.s. Ram coach Dennis Golden,
who was pleased with the. play of his
own defense, felt that the mistakes
were the difference: "Football is a
game of mistakes,"said the coach,
"they come with the terrority, but
we had too many of them and we're
never able to gain momentum. I
don't want to take anything away
from Bridgewater though, because
they played a hell of a game,''
Mazzaferro noted the play of the
linebackers Lacey, Lopes and Con·
rad as outstanding. Peter Lacey,
Bob Colangeli and John Holt did a
fine job in the trenches, and defensive backs Millerick, Mitch DeGere
and Brian Walker shutdown Kane's
passing almost completely. Sophomore back-up punter Steve Powell
came off the bench to do a great job
replacing starter Mike Knight who is
out with mono.
The Bears must now face defending New England Conference cham·
pion Maine Maritime this weekend
in their home opener Saturday.
Revenge should be the motivating
factor in this one asBSC will try
avenge the 12-9 loss handed to them
by Maine in 1980. According to a
certain head coach: "If we hit as
hard as we did today in every game,
we can beat anybody."

tc:

Splits

by Steve Walsh
.
Bridgewater State College Rugby
In the second half both teams Boston University, Providence ColClub started the season· off right fought for the ball yet neither squac\ lege, Mass Maritime, Brown, and
with a 20-4 victory over a well- had much of an advantage. The play Quincy Rugby Clubs.
experienced Providence Rugby stayed close to midfield throughout
Last week BSC lost a three period
Club. The match began with Provi- · the half. The only· score coming late. scrimmage to Boston Rugby Clubs
If you like to Swim, Dance, and Music
dence receiving the kickoff, and that
When Tommy Hart picked up a B team 16·6 in the pouring rain but a
If you like to Better Yourself
..
-is all. they got throughout the first ·loose ball and ran twenty yards qood number of fans kept out team
If you like activity with your peers
half. Bridgewater's scrum played before having to Qive it up to Billy going. Thanks B'water!
If you like the excitement of competition
the excellent attacking Providence Jacque~ who ran it in for another
This weeks· Rugby game was
. . .
· at all angles forcing them to turn the four points. The extra point by played in 'Bostjon against Boston
MAYBE ... Your' re a Synchronut
·N.E.S.S.A., the New England SynchronizedSwimmingAssoc1ahon 1s an
ball over fime and time again. Once Walsh was good and the score University, .a big, · strong club.
organization that offers you the chance to ~ind ou~ what Synchro compethe scrummers did the dirty work to ended 20-4.
Bridgewater's small but high spirited
tition is all about. We war sponsoring our first ma1or event of the 1981-82
get possession our backs compli·
The game ended giving BSC it's team gave it all they could. The A
season on Sunday, October 18th at New Hampshire c?llege in Man~hes·
'mented play by cleanly handling and first victory in as many tries for the team Jost a close game. 8-6, and the
ter, .N .H. The "sculling play.da( is open ~o all s';.'1mmer~ and is ~~
passing the ball, running in, our, fall season. The team played "Killer B's" won a tremendous
excellent opportunity for begmrnng competitors to get thetr feet wet .
around and through Providence's extremely well together and eve- match 32-0. The games, played in
The entry fee is $1.00.
.
defense. Winger Billy· Jacques ryone gave it all they had.
the rain and mud, were highlighted
The. competition will be divided by age group and skill level. Seven
scored the first 'try' by some of the Scrummers are hooker Steve Bard· by good scrum play and ball han·
sculling stunts, classified by degree of difficult~ will be ~erformed by ea~h
best passing and . teamwork our well, props George Mitsiaris anci dling. It also showed Bridgewater
participant with points awarded. Accordingly high scorers wm.
squad has ever done. The extra Tim Spaulding, second rows Andy and B.U. that BSC's year old team is
N.E.S.S.A. ribbons are to be awarded for the 1st thru 7th plac ..e In place
point was wide and BSC was up4-0. Ursch and Jim Mitchell; 8 man here to stay and doesn't know the
routil')e competition we will by entertained by a demonstration by the
Less than five minutes after the Alfred Mubanda, and wing forwards ·meaning of quit.
Westfield Aquasprites.
..
first score our other wind, Jeff Tom Hart and Tim Murphy. The
B.U. was by farthe hardest hitting
Anyone interested in competing or finding-out more about ~ompet1t1ve
McCorrison, got the ball outside to backs include scrumhalf Steve club B,ridgewater ever faced sending
synchronized swimming, please meet with Betty Tu~ner m. the Kelly
the sideline and ran it in for his first Walsh, flyhalf Jerry Belliveau, cen- one of our men to the hospital for
Gym pool on Monday at. noon or Tuesday at 6PM for practice.
score of the season. The extra point ters Steve. Gordon and Dave Hig·
seven stitches and putting another
was missed and BSC led 8-0. With gins, wings Billy Jacques and Jeff on crutches until out next match.
our spirits running high Alfred McCorrison and fullback Paul Although, a few ribs and a knee
Mubanda kicked the ball rear Provi- Benoit.
were given up by B.U. The game
dence's tryline and Tim Murphy
The Rugby Club would like to placed BSC at 1-1 for the Fan seacame up out of the pack to take it in. thank those faithful supporters and son, and the next game is October
The extra point kick by Steve Walsh fans who traveled to Providence to 17 vs. Providence College at home
was good and it was BSC-14,PRCO.
watch the best sport on campus.
and October 24 vs. Quincy Rugby
With close to two minutes left in The Rugby Club practices Tuesday,
Club also at Bridgewater athle~ic
Wednesday, and Thursday after·
the half Providence drove down our
fields. The team has had a good turnoons at 3:30 behind BSC's football
end of the field and took it in with
nout of fans at the away games and
field. All new players are welcome to
some good effort to keep the score
seems to be catching the eye of
learn and the enjpy the great sport
by Bob Remiliard
.
we played well against the tough 1 within reach. The kick was short
many others. Hope to see you
This year's '81 Girls Tennis Team schools."
of rugby. Upcoming games include
and the half ended BSC 14 PRC 4.
October 17th!!
has gotten off to a slow start with a
There are 12 girls on the team this
Rugby-·Elegant Violence.
0-4 record. Four matches have year; Gardner's number one palyer,
RECREATIONAL SWIM SCHEDULE
already been rained out, but coach Judy Scanlon· leads the team. "We
Bill Gardner is still optimistic. there can still make a season out of it with
Effective during First Quarter (9/16 to 10/23/81)
is a match against Northeaster U · at .least se~en game~ left in the_ sea·¥¥¥¥¥¥¥-¥¥¥¥¥
7-10 p~m.
Monday:
on October 6 and one against SMU son!" Garoner exclaimed. But 1f the
Tuesday:
B-10 p.m.
on October 8. The women have had girls want to make something out of
some touch times this year having to the season they have to start now.
.3-4p.m.
play a very talented Boston College The t:'oor weather conditions have
Wednesday: 8-10 a.m.
Noon-3 p.m. 7-10 p.m.
team and also taking on URI.Things made playing tough for the. team. ¥¥¥-¥¥¥¥¥¥lf."f..J
7~10 p.m.
Thursday:
8-9
a.m.
11-Noon
could be looking up, however, in the But the women on this· year's squad
7·10;J:>~t?·•;,;;, :,>?.
Friday:
8-10 a.m.
Noon·3 p.m; 1~1a p.tn. (C\osed 10/9)
division: When ·talking to Coach · are determined and hardworking.
Y'4 p.m. (Closed lO/lYlc. ·
Saturday:
Gardner he boasts, "I think we'll do So Jet's all hope they stop the losing
Sunday:
1-4 p.m. fC:lps.~tJl@/11)
pretty well in our division because streak at four.

Calling All Synchronuts!
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""//. Road Race

#'l

-·"" Homecoming Road
/',....f981
,..Ce will be held on Saturday,
_,__..."October 24, at 9:00 a.m. The dis-

tance is 3.4 miles. There is a $2.00
entry fee and registration forms may
be picked up from Candy Kendall at
the Kelly Gymnasium,, across from
the main office, extension 286.
Pre-registration fee must be

received by Wednesday, October
21. The race is open to all in the
college community. Divisions are as
follows: Men, Women, Alumni,
Faculty. Please register or check in
before 8:45 a.m. Prizes will be
awarded. Sponsored by the Bridgewater Association for Intramurals
Recreation and Sports (BAIRS).

Men's Tennis
The Men's Tennis T earn opened
its season last Monday with a tough
5-4 loss to Salem State College. Saturday September 26 they evened up
their record by defeating Fra·
mingham State with an easy- 8-1
decision. Dave Silvia in the number
one singles slot defeated Bill Mecure
of Framingham with scores of 7-6,
7-6. It was a real close match right
down to the last point and required
two tie breakers. Other scores
were: Tom Dodge (second singles)
defeated Mike Smith 6-1, 6-2. Eric
Montgomery (3rd singles) defeated
Dan Healy 6-4, 6-3. Matt Regan {4th
singles) defeated Jeff McCullough
6-2, 6-0. Joe Yulma (5+~ singles}

defeated Don Pisinski 6-3, 6-2. Scott
Borstell (6th singles) defeated Sean
Corey 6-1, 7-6.
In double's competition the
scores were: 1st doubles D. Silvia
and M. Regan defeated B. Mecure
and M. Smith 6-7, 6-3, 6-3. 2nd doubles M. Persia and S. Yukna lost to
D. Healy and S. Corey 3-6, 6-2, 5-7.
3rd doubles S. Borstell and A Kara
defeated S. McCullogh and D. Pisinski 6-1, 6-0.
The team's next match is Wednesday September 30 at Mass Maritime (3:00). The next home match is
Saturday October 3 against North
Adams State (2:00) ..

Men's Intramural Football
Once again the play was tough as
by Marty Trahan
The Men's Intramural Touch the Schemega and Clash played to a
Football program kicked off its hard fought 6-0 win by the Schem1981-82 season September 28 with ega. The only score happened on a
the Bearded Clams who faced off 30 yard pass play which could only
against the Schmega and the Nads be termed as a Bradshaw to a
racing the Clash. The Rough Riders Swann Bomb!
In Game 2 the Rough Riders won
had the afternoon off as they drew a
by forfeit, as the Bearded Clams
bye.
In the first game, the Schemega once more faiied to show up with
won by forfeit as the Bearded Clams enough players.
were not able to muster up enough .
At the end of one week, the standplayers· in order to play the ings look this way:
Schemega, 2c0. Rough Riders, 1-0.
Schemega.
In Game 2, the Clash won a very Clash, 1-l. Nads, 0-l. Bearded
·
exciting contest by the score of 3-0. Clams, 0-2. ,
The only points came on a brilliant
From this point of the season, the
30. y~p:i field gp~. "fl-le game was· Schernega l<;>Oks tough but the pere·pbs.~ed'·wnh gyreat,.\ri.te:nsl.ty a$ilaotl\ •· rial ;,,'POWerho~: ·.~•... ,two .t1me
sides deserved to win this battle.
Men's Finalists, the Rough Riders
Play resumed on. Wednesday, seem to be the team to beat. So Jet's
September 30th as the Schemega wait and see who comes out on top!
(l-0) faced off against the Clash (1. Anyone interested in officiating,
0), and the Rough Riders(0--0) vs the please contact Rick. Kelly or Jim
Bearded Clams (0-1).
Lauzon at 697-181(L
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THE BEST THING ABOUT
-EUROPEYOU CAN SKI THERE FREE
The best thing about Europe is that we will and a more authe.ntic atmosphere. Im·

On The Roads Again
by Neil Bunick
Last issue I mentioned the importance of stretching one's body
before running. Beginning runners
are very often naive about stretching and unfortunately warrant extra
pain from not exercising. To stretch
and strengthen the legs-lean completely forward on one leg with toes
flexed; the other foot flat on the floor
in back as far as you can, and hands
placed on the floor directly in front
of you. Among some of the the muscles it stretches include the achilles,
tendons, and thighs. In order
strengthen the hamstring musclesfrom the previous exercise turn to
the side and just place the back side
of your foot parallel to the floor and
lean forward on your front foot.
These exercises are completed
by most runners before and after
running to strengthen their muscles,
attain some flexibility and decrease
risk of injury. In upcoming issues I
will describe other exercises that
can be helpful to runners.
THOUGHTS WHILE RUNNING: This week's thoughts were
derived from a.20 kilometer (12.4)
road race in Marshfield last Sunday.
I had some doubfs before the race ,
since my total mileage for the last
two weeks was below normaL Two
days before the race however, I
stumbled across some good advice
from one of the many books written
by famous running M.D.·Dr.
George Sheehan. The good doctor

to

dreaded side-stitch (cramp). This
time unlike other situations, I was
determined not to let the pain alter
my race. I tightened my upper lip,
ignored the pain and ran as hard as I
was before I had the side-stitch.
Soon after the pains left and I knew
it was going to be one of my better
racing days.
I checked through 10 miles at
67:49, in 57th place and knowing I
had a chance to run a much faster
race than l had"anticipated. Marshfield High School was not far away,
so I readied myself for my race end·
ing kick. I felt good from properly
pacing myself and knowing I was
running well.
I put myself in high gear, passed a
few more runners and sprinted for
the finish line. I sensed a runner trying to pass me so I accelerated once
more and held ground.· A racing offi·
cial yelled out my number and I
guessed my time, which I was
unable to comprehend. I was
handed a popsicle stick with the
number "50" on it, representing my
finish in the race. I checked the race
results for my 1ime:~'Thoughts While
Running" ends With a nic:::e b1g smile
on my face-82:33 (1.22:33)!!
Bridgewater weekly fun runs are
now being held on Saturdays at 9:00
am. Don't forget to enter early for·
the 3.4 mile road race on October
24, sponsored by the BAIRS intramurals. Until the next time I will see
you "On the Roads Again."

expressed the importance of going
into a race with a good frame of
mind; which can be as vital as being
in good physical conditi6n.
So I stepped to the starting line
with confidence I would break seven
minutes a mile for the 12.4 mile
course (I had six minute miles for 6.2
mile courses b.ut was having trouble
with the longer races). The race
started and I was rearing to go. I saw
a familiar running face from a previous race and ran with him the first
mile. or so. We got off to a quick.
start-6:15 and I decid,d to pace~
myseld; I let my friend run ahead of
me. The course was lined with water
stands and spectators. The onlook·
ers provided continuous
encouragement.
I constantly reminded myself to
pace, pace, pace. I knew if I went out
too fast I would eventually burn
myself out. I spent the beginning of
the race getting my steps down and
lenghtening my stride. Through the
first five miles I was at a 33:08 clip.
The two-loop course was extremely
hilly. Going up the hills I remem·
bered to keep my-stride short, run
off the front of my feet. and lean the
trunk of my body forward. By 6-7
miles (67th place) I was quickening
my pace enabling me to pass several
tired runners.
One of my biggest challenges dur·
ing the race occured around the
eight mile mark. My mind signaled a
pain quite familiar to me-the

Mariners Sink Bears 23-12

pay for you to ski there. That's right. .. agine yourself skiing at Zermat. Ce1 vinia,
an unbelieveable offer. Be our on"carnpus
European representative, successfully
promote our ski trip on your campus with
the help of our easy-to-use promotion kit.
and you'll join your friends and classmates on a European ski adventure. In
addition, we wantto insure your having a
good time. so we will pay you expense
money for your trip to the Alps:
ADVENTURE, EXCITEMENT.ROMANCE
Imagine being at the top of a majestic
mountain, choosing what run you will ski
and what village you will end up in. Imagine Vail, only on a much grander scale

Chamonix, Courmayeur, or Kittbuhe'
Lech, St. Anton, Zurs, and the cinr of the
Olympiad, Innsbruck. Experience what
skiing Europe is all about. ..
DISCOVER THIS DAY
Until you ski Europe's Alps, you've only
thought you've skied. Write or call today ·
to become our on-campus European ski
tour conductor. Call today!

f(276-3070
ALL COLL.ECT TODA. Y
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by Dusty Chapeau
Who says a bunch of Maritime
sailors are only dangerous on the
high seas? A bus-load of cadets from
Maine Maritime Academy pulled
into Swenson Field Saturday and
showed they could handle them·
selves pretty well on land also. The
defending NEFC champions
chewed up 325 yards rushing on
their way to a 23-12 trouncing of the
Bears, dropping BSC's record to 1-

many BSC mistakes. A low snap to
punter Knight on the Bear's seven
yard line gave Maine an excellent
scoring bid. The Mariners took
advantage on their second play
when fullback Larry White bowled
in from eight yards out.
But the visiotors extra-point
attempt failed also as rugged line·
backer Lopes crashed through and
blocked the kick.
1.
Lightning would strike two more
The Bears were in it all the way times when a Bear fumble and a

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ilio~~oo~~~~b~k~w~

controversial penalties and costly
mistakes. Quarterback Kevin Cobban got things rolling early for BSC
when he hit fullback Jeff La MagdeJaine with a screen pass out on the
flat. The 5'11, 208 pound back then
sprinted 34 yards down the sideline
for the first touchdown of the afterc
noon. Larry Burnhams extra point
attempt was wide and the home
team led 6-0 just minutes into the
first quarter.
The Mariners came back with a
threat of their own when defensive
end Richard Reed blocked punter
Mike Knight's kick on the Bear's38
yard line. MM's All-Conference run·
ning back Al Harrison then broke off.
tackle for .a long gainer before being
hauled down on the 20. But the
Bear's defense led by linebackers
Dennis Lopes and Tom. Conrad
forced a fourth down and four situa·
tion on the 15, where Bob Devereaux crashed through the line and
sacked the Maine quarterback for a
keyloss.
But Maine came back early in the
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii41 second period following one of
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Creative Needlework Classes
tarting Sept. 22nd

crunching hits and excellent
defense as neither team could
score. But the final stanza proved to
be an offensive battle. While MM
running backs chewed up yardage,
Cobban launched another aerial
attack. Maine had just hit on a 27
yard field goal when BSC took over
on their own 32. On the first play of
scrimmage Cobban dropped back
and fired the ball over the middle to
fleet wing split end Ron MacCarthy.
"Mac" eluded two defenders and

~ufu~~~~~~ocec~~~
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two more Maine touchdowns. Bear
fullback Dave Buckley was hit full
force on his own 13 yard line and the
ball w.as recovered by the sailors.
The defense held for three downs on
key plays by Dave Lacey and Bob
Devo, but on fourth down MM quar·
terback Gary Morrill hit his wide
receiver over the middle for an 18
yard scoring strike. Then just
moments later with 42 seconds left
in the half another Bear fumble gave
Maine the ball on the 21 yard line.
Morrill launched a pass for his
receiver Dan Rideout and Tim Millerick made an apparent spectacu·
lar interception. And just as the
Bear crowd was about to go crazy
the dreaded yellow flag was spotted
at the feet of the MM receiver. The
referee called interferenceonMiller·
ick. and instead of a Bear posses·
sion, Maine had the ball on the one
foot line.
Larry White bulled over from
there and the men who came home
from the sea had a 20-6 halftime
lead.
The 3rd period showed bone-

a 70 ;,ard TD effort.
With the score 23·12 BSC had
one iast chance when linebacker ·
Tom Conrad picked off a sailor pass
on Maine's 29 yard line. BSC tried
three passes into the endzone but all
were deflected and the game was
history.
Coach Mazzuferro notedthe play
of offensive stars Cobban and MacCarthy as outstanding. Defensive
· standouts included linebackers
Dennis Lopes and Tom Conrad and
safety Brian Walker.
QB Cobban completed 11 of 32
passes for 205 yards, and two TD's-a career high' for the junior from
North Quincy. Ronny MacCarthy
caught seven passes for 120 yards
and one touchdown. Tight end Vin
«Bunk~" Ha'rte nabbed two passes
for 32 yards but may be lost fo~ the
season with a broken wrist sustained after a diving attempt. Harte
had been BSC's leading receiver ·in
1980 and will be sorely missed.
The Bears will travel to Wester
New England College next week to
face the league's newest member.

